Koala Bear Kare Baby Changing Station

Manufactured by Koala Corporation, one of the Nations largest manufacturers of child safety products. Koala
Bear Kare and Booster Buddy are trademarks of Koala Corporation.

Koala Baby Changing Station
Pleases Parents and Protects Children
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Horizontal Design Station Provides The Perfect Fit for Tight Places With more than 100,000
stations installed worldwide and a flawless safety record, Koala Bear Kare Baby Changing
Stations have proven to delight parents and protect children. In response to popular demand, we
created the horizontal design station for areas with narrow passageways. Choose the station
which best fits your space constraints and you'll please adults with and without children. Both the
horizontal and vertical design baby changing stations can be installed to comply with ADA
regulations to safeguard the rights of people with disabilities. Engineered For Strength, Built To
Last Horizontal design extends no more than 4 inches from wall when closed. Every unit is
reinforced with steel-on-steel hinges and 10 gauge steel mounting supports which puts steel up
against the mounting surface instead of plastic like other models. Changing platform rests at a
slightly upward angle, so that even when the weight of the child is added, the platform will not
descend past the horizontal plane. Can withstand heavy static loads and operate safely for years
to come, up to 250 pounds or 113 kilos. Gas shock mechanism first lifts door from open position,
then brakes its closing motion to prevent the trapping of fingers. Optional factory installed lock
secures station from vandalism

Exceptional Features
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Simple Installation, All Hardware Supplied When and where applicable, Koala Bear Kare Baby
Changing Stations can be installed to comply with ADA regulations. Installs easily, requiring only
four bolts. Shipped with an installation kit which includes easy to follow directions, all the
necessary hardware and metal door plaques. Metal door plaques clearly identify where these
essential public relations tools are available. Safe, Comfortable And Convenient Generous,
concave bed makes changing easier and safer. Safety Straps feature snap lock fasteners to hold
child secure. Chemical free sanitary liners provide full coverage of the large changing area and
are made from the same biodegradable tissue used in toilet paper. Step-by-step graphic
instructions in addition to safety messages in 6 languages. High-impact polyethylene resists
odors, has no sharp corners and cleans easily. Additional Features Five year warranty on all
parts and labor.
$20 Million Product Liability Policy.
Made in the U.S.A.
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